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A NEW AUSTRALIAN CLASSIC
‘Enthralling — a moving account of sibling solidarity and
the dogged pursuit of love.’ Geoffrey Robertson QC
‘A raucous, moving, hilarious triumph — a major new voice
on the Australian literary scene has arrived’ Nikki Gemmell
‘Stunning. My favourite novel for decades. Left me
devastated but looking to the heavens’ Tim Rogers
‘Really involving. Really wonderful’ John Purcell
A captivating coming-of-age novel set in Brisbane’s violent
working-class suburban fringe, inspired by real-life events
of journalist Trent Dalton’s youth, Boy Swallows Universe is
the story of twelve-year-old Eli Bell, who lives a complicated
life with a mute brother, a mother in jail, a heroin dealer
for a stepfather and a notorious crim for a babysitter.
Surrounded by chaos and with very little moral guidance
from the adults around him, Eli sets out on an ambitious
suburban odyssey that sees him break into Boggo Road Gaol
to rescue his mum, meet the father he doesn’t remember,
come face-to-face with the criminals who tore his world
apart and fall in love with the girl of his dreams.
A surprising, funny and tender novel of brotherhood,
first love — and the unlikely true story of the formative
friendship Dalton shared with Arthur ‘Slim’ Halliday, the
greatest escape artist ever confined to Brisbane’s Boggo
Road Gaol.

‘AN ASTONISHING ACHIEVEMENT. DALTON IS A

Boy Swallows Universe
T R E N T D A LT O N
ISBN: 9781460753897
eISBN: 9781460708415
AUS PRICE: $32.99
NZ PRICE: $35.00
Trade Paperback
PAGE EXTENT: 488pp
PUBLICITY CONTACT: Alice Wood
EMAIL: alice.wood@harpercollins.com.au
RELEASED: 18/06/18

BREATH OF FRESH AIR — RAW, HONEST, FUNNY,
MOVING, HE HAS CREATED A NOVEL OF THE
MOST SURPRISING AND ADDICTIVE NATURE.
UNPUTDOWNABLE.’ DAVID WENHAM

Brisbane, Qld

Trent Dalton is a staff writer for The Weekend Australian
Magazine. He’s a two-time winner of the Walkley Award
for excellence in journalism, a three-time winner of the
Kennedy Award for excellence in NSW journalism and a
four-time winner of the national News Awards Features
Journalist of the Year. Boy Swallows Universe is his
first novel.
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You Were Made for This
MICHELLE SACKS
Sold for $1 million in the US to the publisher of Room and The Lovely Bones, You
Were Made for This marks the start of a major new fiction talent in debut novelist
Michelle Sacks.
Reminiscent of Gillian Flynn’s debut, Sharp Objects, this is a perfect next step for
psychological suspense — moving back to tautly written, complex, dark, emotional
drama.
In an idyllic house in a Swedish wood, Merry and her husband are building their new
dream life with their young baby, far away from events that overshadowed their old
life in New York. And they’re happy, aren’t they? Blissfully, blissfully happy.

9780008261221
e 9780008261238
AU $29.99 NZ $29.99
Trade Paperback | 400pp
Released: 25/06/18

When Merry’s childhood friend Frances comes to stay, Frances barely recognises her
old friend Merry, pureeing baby food, baking, living the Swedish dream. But little by
little, cracks begin to show in her carefully constructed fairy tale. And Frances starts
to see things others might miss. Dark and treacherous things.
And then a terrible tragedy unfolds …
Publicity Contact: Natika Palka, npalka@eharlequin.com.au

The Shanghai Wife
EMMA HARCOURT
‘Emma’s book is lyrical and beautiful … she has written a love story as dangerous and
exotic as the worlds she describes’ Caroline Overington, author of The Lucky One
and The One That Got Away
Leaving behind her past in country Australia, Annie Brand and her new husband, a
ship’s captain, arrive to the political upheaval and glittering international society of
Shanghai in the 1920s. But Annie’s freedom is quickly curtailed...
She finds herself increasingly suffocated by the judgemental Club ladies and their
exclusive social scene: one even more restrictive than that she came from. Sick
of salacious gossip and colonial condescension, and desperate to shake off the
restrictions of her position in the world, Annie is slowly drawn into the bustling life
and otherness of the real Shanghai, and begins to see the world from the perspective
of the local people.
9781489249142
e 9781489249159
AU $29.99 NZ $29.99
Trade Paperback | 352pp
Released: 18/06/18
Sydney, NSW

But this world is far more complex and dangerous than the curious Annie
understands and unknowingly, she becomes caught in a web of intrigue and
conspiracy as well as a passionate and forbidden love affair she could not have
predicted: one with far-reaching consequences …
Sydney-based author and former international journalist Emma Harcourt was
inspired by the stories of her grandparents to write The Shanghai Wife: her
grandmother lived in the International Settlement and her grandfather navigated
boats along the Yangtze River. The Shanghai Wife is her first novel.
Publicity Contact: Natika Palka, npalka@eharlequin.com.au
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A POWERFUL, INSPIRING MEMOIR
FROM KON KARAPANAGIOTIDIS,
ONE OF THE NATION’S TOP HUMAN RIGHTS
ADVOCATES AND FOUNDER OF THE
ASYLUM SEEKER RESOURCE CENTRE (ASRC)
‘I hope you take from this book the message that we all
matter. That there is a place for all of us. That once we know
our own voice, live the values close to our hearts and follow
our dreams, we can be unstoppable. Hope is only exhausted
if we forsake ourselves, otherwise no one can take hope
away from us. It is both our sanctuary and our destiny to
live a life with love, belonging, connection and community.’
— Kon Karapanagiotidis
A powerful, heartfelt and inspiring memoir from one
of Australia’s leading human rights advocates, Kon
Karapanagiotidis, The Power of Hope tells the story of
how Kon overcame his traumatic childhood of racism,
bullying and loneliness to create one of Australia’s largest
and best-loved human rights organisations, the Asylum
Seeker Resource Centre, which has gone on to transform
the lives of thousands of refugees and has helped build a
movement.
A book about how love, compassion, kindness and courage
can transform our communities and ourselves, The Power
of Hope shows us in times of darkness, both personal and
political, that if we stand as one we can shine brightly and
fiercely — as together we are powerful.

The Power of Hope
KO N K A R A PA N A G I O T I D I S
ISBN: 9781460755136
eISBN: 9781460709498
AUS PRICE: $32.99
NZ PRICE: $35.00
Hardback
PAGE EXTENT: 240pp
PUBLICITY CONTACT: Lara Wallace
EMAIL: lara.wallace@harpercollins.com.au
RELEASED: 18/06/18

Melbourne, Vic

Kon Karapanagiotidis grew up in a working-class family
in a small country town in Victoria. His personal experience
of racism and witnessing the exploitation of his parents in
factories planted the seeds for his passion for human rights.
He started early, volunteering at a centre for homeless men
at the age of 18, and went on to become a lawyer, social
worker and teacher.
Kon’s work has been recognised with over two dozen
awards and honours, including an Order of Australia Medal
(OAM), a Churchill Fellowship, finalist for the Australian of
the Year Awards (Victoria) and the Human Rights Medal, as
well as Citizen of the Year in his local community.
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MASTER OF SUSPENSE DEAN KOONTZ RETURNS
WITH A BLOCKBUSTER NEW THRILLER FEATURING
ROGUE FBI AGENT JANE HAWK
I could be dead tomorrow. Or something worse than dead.
Rogue FBI agent Jane Hawk knows she’s living on borrowed
time. But as long as she’s breathing, she’ll never cease her
one-woman war against the terrifying conspiracy that
threatens the freedom — and free will — of millions.
Battling the mysterious epidemic of murder-suicides that
claimed Jane’s husband, and is escalating across the country,
has made Jane a wanted fugitive, hunted relentlessly not
only by the government but by the secret cabal behind the
plot. Deploying every resource their malign nexus of power
and technology commands, Jane’s enemies are determined
to see her dead … or make her wish she was.
But Jane is closing in on her prey: a twisted soul of
unspeakable depths with an army of professional killers
on call. Propelled by her righteous fury and implacable
insistence on justice, Jane will make her way from southern
California to the snow-swept slopes of Lake Tahoe to
confront head-on the lethal forces arrayed against her. But
nothing can prepare her for the chilling truth that awaits
when she descends the crooked staircase to the dark and
dreadful place where her long nightmare was born.
Praise for the Jane Hawk series:

The Crooked Staircase
D E A N KO O N T Z
ISBN: 9781460756539
eISBN: 9781460710470
AUS PRICE: $32.99
NZ PRICE: $35.00
Trade Paperback
PAGE EXTENT: 416pp
PUBLICITY CONTACT: Sarah Barrett
EMAIL: sarah.barrett@harpercollins.com.au
RELEASED: 18/06/18
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‘Kickass FBI agent Jane Hawk … is such an awesome
creation. A guaranteed hit with Koontz’s loyal fans, as well
as anyone who enjoys a gripping thriller’ Booktopia on
The Silent Corner
‘Koontz’s leanest, meanest thriller, this initial entry in a
new series introduces a smart, appealing heroine who can
outthink as well as outshoot the baddest of bad dudes’
Kirkus
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A CHILLING THRILLER SET ON A HAUNTED
SPACESHIP BY THE #1 BESTSELLING
AUTHOR OF A GAME OF THRONES —
COMING SOON TO NETFLIX
On a voyage toward the boundaries of the known
universe, nine misfit academics seek out first contact with
a shadowy alien race. But another enigma is the Nightflyer
itself, a cybernetic wonder with an elusive captain no one
has ever seen in the flesh.
Soon, however, the crew discovers that their greatest
mystery — and most dangerous threat — is an
unexpected force wielding a thirst for blood and terror …
‘Long live George Martin … A literary dervish, enthralled
by complicated characters and vivid language, and
bursting with the wild vision of the very best tale tellers’
The New York Times
‘I always expect the best from George R.R. Martin, and he
always delivers’ Robert Jordan
Watch the teaser trailor!
*cover to be revealed

Publicity Contact: sarah.barrett@harpercollins.com.au

Nightflyers
GEORGE R.R. MARTIN

Nightflyers and Other Stories
9780008300760
e 9780008300180
AU $17.99 NZ $19.99
Paperback | 384pp
Released: 31/05/18

An epic collection of science fiction tales around space exploration and cosmic horror.
Includes five classic George R.R. Martin tales that explore the breadth of technology and
the dark corners of the human mind, as well as the original Nightflyers story, coming
soon to Netflix.

Nightflyers: TV Tie-In
9780008296117
e 9780008298470
AU $16.99 NZ $19.99
Paperback | 176pp
Released: 28/06/18

The original Nightflyers short story, soon to be an original series on Netflix, by the
#1 bestselling author of A Game of Thrones.

Nightflyers: Illustrated Edition
9780008296124
e 9780008296131
AU $24.99 NZ $29.99
Hardback | 368pp
Released: 28/06/18

Dark and beautiful art by David Palumbo brings the words of George R.R. Martin to life
in a story of horror, murder and outer space that you do not want to miss.
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The Book of M
PENG SHEPHERD
9780008240349
e 9780008225629
AU $27.99 NZ $29.99
Trade Paperback | 496pp
Released: 18/06/18

The captivating story of a
group of ordinary people
caught in an extraordinary
catastrophe who risk
everything to save the ones
they love.
Set in the near future, The Book of M tells the story of a
mysterious natural disaster that causes people’s shadows
to disappear and, shortly thereafter, their memories.
The phenomenon imbues its victims with strange magic
but at a horrible price: it robs them of a memory each
time they use it. Many try to resist the power, but the
temptation is too great.
As the victims forget more and more of who they
are, reality begins to bend to reflect their fractured
recollections, plunging the world into a terrifying,
ever-shifting alternate landscape.

Death Notice
ZHOU HAOHUI
9781786699411
e 9781786699398
AU $29.99 NZ $35.00
Trade paperback | 356pp
Released: 18/06/18

Online, a vigilante
announces their intention
of meting out justice for
unpunished crimes. Users
are invited to submit names
for judgement. Those found guilty will be sentenced. And
there is just one punishment: death.
Despite publishing the name of each victim and the date
of execution — their death notice — the police are simply
unable to stop the killer. A Special Investigation Team
(SIT) is assembled, comprising a criminal psychologist,
a SWAT captain, an Online Surveillance Officer and
Detective Luo Fei.

Like The Passage and Station Eleven, this haunting,
thought-provoking and beautiful novel explores
fundamental questions of memory, connection and
what it means to be human.

As they pursue the killer, the SIT will be drawn ever
deeper into dark and dangerous territory. What is the
connection to a highly classified 18-year-old case that saw
two similar ‘death notice’ murders? What is Detective
Luo’s personal connection to that case? And finally, what
crimes might the members of the SIT be guilty of? And
what will they do to keep them secret?

Publicity Contact: sarah.barrett@harpercollins.com.au

Publicity Contact: nicola.woods@harpercollins.com.au

The Secrets Between Us
THRITY UMRIGAR
9780062846181
e 9780062442239
AU $29.99 NZ $35.00
Trade Paperback | 368pp
Released: 18/06/18

The much anticipated
sequel to the bestselling
novel The Space
Between Us.
Bhima, the unforgettable main character of Thrity
Umrigar’s beloved bestseller The Space Between Us,
returns in this triumphant sequel — a poignant and
compelling novel in which the former servant struggles
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against the circumstances of class and misfortune to forge
a new path for herself and her granddaughter in modern
India.
It isn’t the words we speak that make us who we are. Or even
the deeds we do. It is the secrets buried in our hearts.
A dazzling story of gender, strength, friendship and
second chances, The Secrets Between Us is a powerful and
perceptive novel that brilliantly evokes the complexities
of life in modern India and the harsh realities faced by
women born without privilege as they struggle to survive.
Thrity Umrigar’s past books have been reviewed and
acclaimed by major publications around the world.
Publicity Contact: nicola.woods@harpercollins.com.au
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The Man Between
CHARLES CUMMING
A gripping new standalone spy thriller from the winner of the CWA Ian
Fleming Steel Dagger for ‘Best Thriller of the Year’.
He risked it all to become a spy. Now he must pay the price.
One simple task for British Intelligence takes him into a world of danger.
Successful novelist Kit Carradine has grown restless. So when British
Intelligence invite him to enter the secret world of espionage, he willingly
takes a leap into the unknown.
But the glamour of being a spy is soon tainted by fear and betrayal as
Carradine finds himself in Morocco on the trail of Lara Bartok —
a mysterious fugitive with links to international terrorism.
Bartok is a leading figure in Resurrection, a violent revolutionary
movement whose brutal attacks on prominent right-wing politicians have
spread hatred and violence throughout the West.
9780008200329
e 9780008200336
AU $29.99 NZ $35.00
Trade paperback | 400pp
Released: 18/06/18

As the coils of a ruthless plot tighten around him, Carradine finds himself
drawn to Lara. Caught between competing intelligence services who want
her dead, he soon faces an awful choice: to abandon Lara to her fate or to
risk everything trying to save her.
Publicity Contact: nicola.woods@harpercollins.com.au

Why Mummy Swears
GILL SIMS
The much anticipated new novel from Gill Sims, bestselling author of the
hilarious Why Mummy Drinks and online sensation Peter and Jane.
It’s every parent’s nightmare — the start of the school holidays — and
instead of sitting in the sun, reading a book over a cold, crisp glass of Pinot
Grigio, Mummy has two bored moppets to attend to. After frantically
booking sports camps, child-minder slots, not to mention time off work,
Mummy is exhausted. But this is only the beginning …
After being dragged to join the school’s PTA in the new term by an
annoyingly kind-spirited neighbour, Mummy is stuck with organising
the Christmas Fayre and pleasing all the overly disapproving parents. In
combination with getting to know her father’s surprise new glamorous
(and much younger) wife, and being forced to spend more time with her
narcissistic mother, life isn’t cutting her much of a break. What more
could possibly happen?
9780008284213
e 9780008284237
AU $24.99 NZ $29.99
Hardback | 352pp
Released: 18/06/18

Publicity Contact: kajal.narayan@hapercollins.com.au
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Neuroscience of Mindfulness
D R S TA N R O D S K I
Renowned Australian neuroscientist and psychologist Dr Stan Rodski reveals the
astonishing science behind why everyday hobbies are beneficial for our brains.
With our fast-paced lives, all of us are looking for tips to improve our energy and
concentration levels. As witnessed through the popularity of books like Norman
Doidge’s The Brain That Changes Itself and Barbara Arrowsmith-Young’s The Woman
Who Changed Her Brain, we have a continuing hunger to find ways to explore and
improve the functionality of the human brain.
The discoveries of focused activities that take our minds away from the emotions of
day-to-day living are returning again but in new formats, such as colouring-in and
Lego for adults. In this book, Dr Rodski explores the science behind these activities
and many others which we humans crave to help us through our emotional world.
9781460753811
e 9781460708316
AU $29.99 NZ $32.99
Trade paperback | 356pp
Released: 18/06/18
Melbourne, Vic

Dr Rodski has worked as a neuroscientist for over 30 years, specialising in the areas
of brain science research and peak performance. He has worked with individuals
and teams in private, school and organisation settings to develop skills to improve
memory, concentration, agility and resilience. It was through the discovery of the
positive neurological effects of colouring-in using his designs that a worldwide
sensation was sparked, resulting in three of his colouring-in brain science books
being featured by Oprah Winfrey in her 2016 Christmas Wish List.

Publicity Contact: lara.wallace@harpercollins.com.au

House of Heroin: Inside the Secret Billion-Dollar
Narco-Terror Empire
HAROON ULLAH
A disturbing inside look at the Muslim Mafia, the organised crime syndicate that
controls global opiate production and trafficking — a story of corruption, terrorism,
greed and human suffering — from a veteran US State Department official and
former senior adviser to Secretary of State John Kerry.
Today, a powerful crime organisation thrives, one that may exert even more
influence than the Italian Mafia’s fabled Five Families. Based primarily in
Afghanistan and Pakistan, this other Mafia is responsible for the majority of the
world’s heroin production and distribution, estimated to be worth 30 to 50 billion
dollars annually.

9780062879677
e 9780062464019
AU $32.99 NZ $35.00
Trade Paperback | 320pp
Released: 03/07/18

In this expansive, eye-opening book, seasoned American diplomat Haroon Ullah
draws upon his personal contacts and professional experience pursuing drug
traffickers to examine the global struggle between Western law enforcement and
this Muslim drug cartel.
Moving from the poppy fields of Helmand Province, Kabul and Karachi to London
and New York, House of Heroin interweaves facts and insights with numerous
powerful stories from Ullah’s time in the State Department. The result is a
fascinating, informed and personal narrative of the modern drug trade.
Publicity Contact: nicola.woods@harpercollins.com.au
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HUNTER. WORKER. LEGEND. THE UNTOLD STORY
OF THE DOG’S ROLE IN BUILDING OUR NATION.
Everyone knows Australia rode on the sheep’s back. But
do they know just how much those sheep depended on
the dog? Working dogs made a huge contribution to the
success of the Australian wool and beef industries. Indeed,
they provided the means to feed a starving colony; guard
fledgling colonial agricultural enterprises; and extend a
sheep and beef industry that fed the world.

NEVER HAS AUSTRALIA HAD A
WORKFORCE THAT ASKED FOR SO LITTLE
AND YET PRODUCED SO MUCH.
The Dogs that Made Australia is a vivid and meticulously
researched history of Australia told through the story of
the dingo, the dogs that were imported and bred here, and
the humans who loved, feared and worked them.
For the first time, the hidden story of the birth of
agricultural Australia can be told from the dog’s
perspective of the main players: the people, the working
dog and the dingo. Genetic science, meticulous historical
research and dog behavioural science applied to the
historical context adds a whole new level of detail and
dimension to the narrative.

The Dogs that Made Australia
GUY HULL
ISBN: 9781460756454
eISBN: 9781460710449
AUS PRICE: $32.99
NZ PRICE: $35.00
Trade Paperback
PAGE EXTENT: 384pp
PUBLICITY CONTACT: Kimberley Allsopp
EMAIL: kimberley.allsopp@harpercollins.com.au
RELEASED: 18/06/18

The truth about Australia’s native and working dogs
dispels two centuries of myth and misinformation, and
finally settles the long-standing misconceptions and
disputes about breed origins and development.

THIS THEN IS THE ASTOUNDING, UNTOLD STORY
OF THE DOGS THAT MADE AUSTRALIA.

Singleton, NSW
Guy Hull is a qualified and experienced dog behaviourist
possessed of an encyclopaedic knowledge of dog breeds,
crossbreeds and types; their histories and traits, as well
as a passion for the historic and current role of the dog
in Australian society. Based in southern NSW, Guy has
managed dog shelters and runs dog behaviour workshops.
He rejects the label ‘dog whisperer’, though that is how
many people consider him.
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Footballistics: How the Data Analytics Revolution is
Uncovering the Footy’s Hidden Truths
JAMES COVENTRY
What if everything we thought we knew about footy was wrong?
Australian Rules football has been described as the most data-rich sport on
Earth. Every time a footy side takes to the field, it is shadowed by an army of
statisticians and number crunchers. The information they gather has become
the sport’s new language and currency.

(AND A TEAM OF FOOTY’S

SHARPEST THINKERS)

How the data analytics revolution is
uncovering footy’s hidden truths
9780733338441
e 9781460708712
AU $32.99 NZ $35.00
Trade Paperback | 320pp
Released: 18/06/18

ABC journalist James Coventry, author of the acclaimed Time and Space, has
joined forces with a group of razor-sharp analysts to decipher the data and use
it to question some of football’s long-held truisms. Do umpires really favour
the home side? Has goal-kicking accuracy deteriorated? Is Geelong the true
master of the draft? Are blonds unfairly favoured in Brownlow Medal voting?
Through a blend of entertaining storytelling and expert analysis, this book
will answer more questions about footy than you ever thought to ask.
James Coventry is the ABC’s Deputy Sports Editor and can be heard presenting
the morning sports news across Australia on ABC Radio.
Publicity Contact: matthew.howard@harpercollins.com.au

Coping with Grief: 5th Edition
MAL & DIANNE MCKISSOCK
The go-to book on the grieving process.
This new edition of the bestselling classic offers sensitive and practical advice
on how to deal with the loss of a loved one, from coping with the funeral to
managing anniversaries. Suitable for both the bereaved and their support
team, it explains what to expect emotionally, psychologically and practically
from the first day onward, and outlines the physical and emotional reactions
to grief, why men and women react differently, how children deal with grief,
and the long-term consequences of bereavement.
New chapters include complicated grief, memorialisation, talking to children
about traumatic death and compassionate ways to talk to the bereaved.
Publicity Contact: matthew.howard@harpercollins.com.au

9780733339578
e 9781460710593
AU $16.99 NZ $19.99
Paperback | 144pp
Released: 18/06/18
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Bad Nana: Older Not Wiser
SOPHY HENN
From acclaimed illustrator Sophy Henn comes a wickedly funny new
series for ages six and up.
Jeanie’s grandma is BAD. Not bad like a vampire or a gangster or
anything, more like … up to no good. Sometimes she can be a bit
embarrassing, but most of the time she’s REALLY fun, especially when
she gets Jeanie involved in her mischievous schemes. Everyone says she’s
old enough to know better … but she doesn’t seem to care one bit.
Gorgeously illustrated throughout with vibrantly coloured spreads, Bad
Nana’s naughty exploits will shock and appal — and make you snort with
laughter!
Ages 6+
9780008268053
AU $17.99 NZ $19.99
Hardback | 152pp
Released: 18/06/18

Publicity Contact: georgia.williams@harpercollins.com.au

Funny Kid Prank Wars
M AT T S TA N T O N
The next instalment in Matt Stanton’s internationally bestselling Funny
Kid series!
Every kid wants to laugh, but Max is the boy who can make it happen.
As he and his classmates head off on a camping trip, the new boy, Tyson,
decides to play some jokes of his own.
Max is the funny kid ... and now there’s a prank war to be won!
Monsters in the lake, smuggling ducks, dig-your-own toilets, capsizing
canoes, absolutely not falling in love and beans that give you the runs are
just some of the things in store for Max and his friends in this brand-new
adventure.
From bestselling Australian author–illustrator Matt Stanton comes an
outrageously funny middle-grade series that’s perfect for fans of Captain
Underpants and Tom Gates.
9780733335990
e 9781460707630
AU $14.99 NZ $16.99
Paperback | 256pp
Released: 18/06/18

Ages 8–12
Publicity Contact: georgia.williams@harpercollins.com.au
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Mercy Point
ANNA SNOEKSTRA
9781460755754
AU $19.99 NZ $22.99
Paperback | 304pp
Released: 18/06/18

In real life, they are
enemies. Online, they are
best friends. Five teenagers
with one big thing in
common: they are all sure
they’re adopted.
When they finally meet, all are horrified to find that the
people they have been sharing their souls with are the
people they hate. They decide to never speak again. But
avoiding each other is difficult in a small town with only
one high school.
It’s also tough to ignore one another when each of them
begins to uncover exactly what it is their parents are
hiding.
Now there is a choice to be made. Continue to live a lie,
or come together to hunt down the truth, no matter how
dangerous that may be. Because the real story of their
parentage is more terrifying than they ever could have
imagined.
It is a secret that goes to the very heart of the town itself.
From the author of the acclaimed debut novel Only
Daughter comes a book about how much you’d be willing
to risk to find out who you really are.

One Small Thing
E R I N W AT T
9781489256553
AU $19.99 NZ $19.99
Paperback | 384pp
Released: 18/06/18

From the #1 New York Times bestselling author duo of The
Royals and When It’s Real comes a sensational new novel
about a girl falling for the one boy she should never have
met …
Beth’s life hasn’t been the same since her sister died. Her
parents try to lock her down, believing they can keep her
safe by monitoring her every move. When Beth sneaks
out to a party one night and meets the new guy in town,
Chase, she’s thrilled to make a secret friend. It seems a
small thing, just for her.
Only Beth doesn’t know how big her secret really is …
Publicity Contact: Eloise Plant, eplant@harpercollins.com.au

Publicity Contact: georgia.williams@harpercollins.com.au

Sweet Adversity
SHERYL GW Y THER
9781460755105
e 9781460709467
AU $19.99 NZ $22.99
Paperback | 304pp
Released: 18/06/18

There’s never a good time
to be orphaned — or
abandoned ... especially
when you are twelve years
old, and it’s the Great
Depression.
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In 1928, Shakespearean actors, the McAllisters, are forced
to leave their daughter Adversity at the Emu Swamp
Children’s Home. They fully intend to return, but things
don’t go according to plan.
Then, to make matters worse, Scrimshaw, a villainous
theatrical agent, hears the talented Addie sing. He plots
to use her in his next money-making venture, but when
he turns up at Emu Swamp to collect his prize, Scrimshaw
finds she’s run away.
Together with Macbeth, her Shakespeare-quoting
cockatiel, Addie is about to embark on the adventure of a
lifetime.
Publicity Contact: georgia.williams@harpercollins.com.au
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The Tiger Who Came to Tea
JUDITH KERR
The tiger has been coming to tea for 50 glorious years!
First published in 1968 and never out of print, The Tiger
Who Came to Tea has become a timeless classic enjoyed
and loved by generations of children.

9780008280581
AU $14.99 NZ $16.99
Board book | 30pp
Released: 18/06/18

9780008280611
AU $19.99 NZ $22.99
Hardback | 64pp
Released: 18/06/18

To celebrate its incredible 50th anniversary, HarperCollins
is releasing a brand-new cased board book edition of the
beloved classic, as well as The Tiger Who Came to Tea
Party Book. Now you can hold your own tiger tea party
as this special book contains everything you need for the
perfect party.
The magic begins at teatime!
Publicity Contact: georgia.williams@harpercollins.com.au

If I Was Prime
Minister
BECK & ROBIN
FEINER
9780733338953
e 9781460709221
AU $24.99 NZ $29.99
Paperback | 32pp
Released: 18/06/18

Sebastian and the Special Stack of Stories
K E L LY H I B B E R T & S U E D E G E N N A R O

9781460753460
AU $24.99 NZ $29.99
Hardback | 32pp
Released: 18/06/18

From brilliant designer duo Beck and Robin Feiner comes
a gorgeous new picture book about the future leaders of
Australia.

From talented newcomer Kelly Hibbert and awardwinning illustrator Sue deGennaro comes the perfect
book that celebrates the joy of reading and family.

WHAT WOULD YOU DO IF YOU WERE PRIME
MINISTER?

Storytime is always special, but even more so when Mum
is reading the stack of stories that Sebastian has collected.

The Prime Minister’s job is to make our country as good as Sebastian trots off
it can be. But every Prime Minister Australia has ever had at a slow, steady speed
has been a grown-up!
with a bundle of books
he’d love someone to read.
What if the grown-ups weren’t in charge? What would
kids do if they ran the country?
Where can you find the best spot to hear a story when
you’re the smallest and slowest one in a big family?
We could have submarines to scoop garbage out of the
Sebastian knows.
sea ... or teach koalas how to do karate ... and hang giant
rainbows in the sky to make everyone happy.
Publicity Contact: georgia.williams@harpercollins.com.au
What would YOU do if you were Prime Minister?
Publicity Contact: georgia.williams@harpercollins.com.au
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The Darkest Minds: Film Tie-In
ALE X ANDR A BR ACKEN
Book 1 in the New York Times bestselling series: a must-read before the release of the
blockbuster movie on 2 August 2018, starring Amandla Stenberg and Mandy Moore!
When Ruby woke up on her 10th birthday, something about her had changed. Something
frightening enough to make her parents lock her in the garage and call the police. Something
that got her sent to Thurmond, a government ‘rehabilitation camp’. Ruby might have
survived the mysterious disease that killed most of America’s children, but she and the
others had emerged with something far worse: frightening abilities they could not control.

9781460755631
AU $17.99 NZ $19.99
Paperback | 512pp
Released: 18/06/18

Now 16, Ruby is one of the dangerous ones. When the truth comes out, she barely escapes
Thurmond with her life. Now on the run, Ruby is desperate to find East River, the only safe
haven left for kids like her, and she joins a group of other runaways who have escaped their
own camps. Liam, their brave leader, is falling for Ruby, but she can’t risk getting close. Not
after what happened to her parents. When they arrive at East River, nothing is as it seems,
least of all Liam. But there are also other forces at work, people who will stop at nothing to
use Ruby in their fight against the government. Ruby will be faced with a terrible choice —
and one that may mean giving up her only chance at having a life worth living.
Publicity Contact: georgia.williams@harpercollins.com.au

Adrift: Film Tie-In
TA M I O L D H A M A S H C R A F T
Soon to be a major motion picture starring Shailene Woodley (Divergent), and Sam Claflin
(Me Before You).
Young and in love, their lives ahead of them, Tami Oldham and her fiancé Richard Sharp
set sail from Tahiti to San Diego. Less than two weeks into their voyage, disaster struck.
Despite their best efforts to steer clear of an approaching hurricane, they became trapped
in the storm’s path. Richard tethered himself to the boat and sent Tami below to safety, and
then all went eerily quiet. Tami awoke hours later, alone, venturing on deck to discover only
Richard’s safety line, the clasp meant to hold him broken.

*cover to be revealed
9780008299552
e 9780008299569
AU $19.99 NZ $22.99
Paperback | 240pp
Released: 21/05/18

Adrift is the story of Tami’s miraculous 41-day journey to safety on a ravaged boat. It’s an
unforgettable tale of love, loss, and survival on the high seas, and an inspiring reminder that
even in our darkest moments, we are never truly alone.
Publicity Contact: eliza.auld@harpercollins.com.au

